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PSYCHIATRIC BED

The Cranium Psychiatric Bed is designed to be waterproof, chemical
resistant and durable while also giving a warm, welcoming and
comfortable appearance that is aesthetically appealing. The beds are a
seamless,  one piece rotationally moulded construction and are
ergonomic and stylish in design. With a variety of colour options
available, the bed will complement any facility.

SKU: CPB

RESILIENCE MENTAL HEALTH BED
SKU: A.11000

https://midmed.com.au/product/psychiatric-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Psychiatric+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/resilience-mental-health-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Resilience+Mental+Health+Bed
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SMARTSAFE VALUABLE STORAGE BAGS
SKU: TS.7325(0/1)

STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

https://midmed.com.au/product/smartsafe-valuable-storage-bags/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SmartSafe+Valuable+Storage+Bags
https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
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EXTRA ERGOLIFT STAIR CHAIR

Extra Ergolift is the powered version of the Extra track assisted stair
chair with the same main structural features. The real innovation of
Extra Ergolift is given by the electric motor that moves the tracks up
and down the stairs without any effort by the operator. The motor is
activated by a wireless console. The battery ensures a high autonomy
and, in case of sudden discharging, this device will allow you to safely
complete the service.

Extra Ergolift loads up to 200 kg in powered transport configuration and
230 kg in manual transportation. It can be used under rain or adverse
weather conditions.

SKU: MR.671

STAIR CHAIR
SKU: B.STAIRCHAIR.NEW

https://midmed.com.au/product/extra-ergolift-stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=EXTRA+ERGOLIFT+Stair+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stair+Chair
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STANDARD EVACUATION SLED

When timing is critical, the Med Sled® Evacuation Sled enables a
person to evacuate another person out of a single-story building or
down a stairwell of a multi-floor building. Stairwell braking
system included on every sled. Evacuations - Made Easier.

SKU: MS.28, MS.36, MS.48

PATIENT TRANSFER SCALE

Weigh Immobile Patients In Seconds

A revolutionary solution for weighing immobile patients without wasting
valuable minutes.
The Patient Transfer Scale is the new way to achieve an accurate
reading without compromise.

SKU: WB.PTS

https://midmed.com.au/product/standard-evacuation-sled/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Standard+Evacuation+Sled
https://midmed.com.au/product/patient-transfer-scale/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Patient+Transfer+Scale
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EXTRA ERGOLIFT STAIR CHAIR

Extra Ergolift is the powered version of the Extra track assisted stair
chair with the same main structural features. The real innovation of
Extra Ergolift is given by the electric motor that moves the tracks up
and down the stairs without any effort by the operator. The motor is
activated by a wireless console. The battery ensures a high autonomy
and, in case of sudden discharging, this device will allow you to safely
complete the service.

Extra Ergolift loads up to 200 kg in powered transport configuration and
230 kg in manual transportation. It can be used under rain or adverse
weather conditions.

SKU: MR.671

PSYCHIATRIC BED

The Cranium Psychiatric Bed is designed to be waterproof, chemical
resistant and durable while also giving a warm, welcoming and
comfortable appearance that is aesthetically appealing. The beds are a
seamless,  one piece rotationally moulded construction and are
ergonomic and stylish in design. With a variety of colour options
available, the bed will complement any facility.

SKU: CPB

https://midmed.com.au/product/extra-ergolift-stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=EXTRA+ERGOLIFT+Stair+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/psychiatric-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Psychiatric+Bed
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RESILIENCE MENTAL HEALTH BED
SKU: A.11000

PATIENT TRANSFER SCALE

Weigh Immobile Patients In Seconds

A revolutionary solution for weighing immobile patients without wasting
valuable minutes.
The Patient Transfer Scale is the new way to achieve an accurate
reading without compromise.

SKU: WB.PTS

https://midmed.com.au/product/resilience-mental-health-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Resilience+Mental+Health+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/patient-transfer-scale/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Patient+Transfer+Scale
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